PIRATE PICTURE BOOKS

E ANDR
CAPTAIN FLINN AND THE PIRATE DINOSAURS
CAPTAIN FLINN AND THE PIRATE DINOSAURS: MISSING TREASURE!

E BAKE
OLIVE’S PIRATE PARTY

E BARD
PIRATE PRINCESS

E BENT
CAPTAIN JACK AND THE PIRATES

E BROW
PIRATERIA: THE WONDERFUL PLUNDERFUL PIRATE EMPORIUM

E BUNT
PIRATE BOY

E BURN
COME AWAY FROM THE WATER, SHIRLEY

E CHAP
PIRATE, VIKING AND SCIENTIST

E DEAN
PETE THE CAT AND THE TREASURE MAP

E DICA
LOUISE, THE ADVENTURES OF A CHICKEN

E DIPU
WE’RE GOING ON A TREASURE HUNT

E ESTE
IZZY & OSCAR

E FAUL
THE PIRATE MEETS THE QUEEN: AN ILLUMINATED TALE

E FOX
PIRATE PIGGYWIGGY

E FREE
PIRATES LOVE UNDERPANTS

E FUNK
PIRASAURS!

E FUNK
PIRATE GIRL

E GREE
NO PIRATES ALLOWED! SAID LIBRARY LOU

E GROS
PAPA IS A PIRATE

E HELQ
ROGER, THE JOLLY PIRATE

E HEOS
ARRR, MUSTACHE BABY!

E KARG
PIRATES AND PRINCESSES

E KROS
BUBBLE BATH PIRATES!

E KRUP
PIRATE TREASURE

E LAMM
PIRATES

E LIGH
SWAP!

E LONG
HOW I BECAME A PIRATE

E LONG
PIRATES DON’T CHANGE DIAPERS

E MCEL
BACKBEARD: PIRATE FOR HIRE

E MCKA
PIRATES AHOY!

E MCPH
EDWARD AND THE PIRATES

E O’MAL
CAPTAIN RAPTOR AND THE SPACE PIRATES

E PEET
CYRUS THE UNMISTAKEABLE SEA SERPENT

E REGA
SPACE BOY AND THE SPACE PIRATE

E REX
YOU CAN DO ANYTHING, DADDY!

E REYN
PIRATES VS. COWBOYS

E ROSE
ARCHIE AND THE PIRATES

E SIS
ROBINSON

E TEAG
THE PIRATE JAMBOREEE

E TUCK
DO PIRATES TAKE BATHS?

E WESS
PIRATE’S LULLABY: MUTINY AT BEDTIME

E WINT
BAD PIRATE

E ZUPP
THE NOWHERE BOX

(OVER)
EASY READERS
ER CHIN        ESCAPE FROM DAVY JONES
ER CHIN        GHOST SHIP
ER CHIN        THE MISSING PIRATE
ER JAKE        SURFIN' TURF
ER KANN        PINKALICIOUS AND THE PIRATES
ER KVAS         ZELDA AND IVY AND THE BOY NEXT DOOR
ER LEGO        BRICKBEARD'S TREASURE
ER LEGO        PIRATES VS. NINJA
ER MANU        PIRATE PEDRO
ER SCAR        RICHARD SCARRY'S PIE RATS AHoy!
ER THOM        ELOISE'S PIRATE ADVENTURE

POPULAR CHARACTER SERIES
E JAKE         AFTER A WHILE, CROCODILE
E JAKE         BATTLE FOR THE BOOK
E JAKE         CUBBY'S MIXED-UP MAP
E JAKE         TREASURE OF THE TIDES
E MY           PONY PIRATE PARTY!
E TRAN         THE MYSTERY OF THE PIRATE BELL

HOLIDAY
HOLIDAY E KIMM TRICK ARR'R TREAT: A PIRATE HALLOWEEN
HOLIDAY E KLAB THE GINGERBREAD PIRATES
HOLIDAY E YATE A PIRATE'S TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS

CONCEPT
CONCEPT E GAIM THE DANGEROUS ALPHABET
CONCEPT E SOBE SHIVER ME LETTERS: A PIRATE ABC